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Abstract

There is a great interest to develop biomass combustion systems for industrial
and utility applications. Improved biomass energy conversion systems are
designed to provide better combustion efficiencies and environmental friendly
conditions, as well as the fuel flexibility options in various applications. The
gas derived from the gasification process of biomass is considered as one
of the potential candidates to substitute traditional fuels in a combustion
process. However, the gascomposition from the gasification process may have
a wide range of variation depending on the methods and fuel sources. The
better understanding of the combustion features for the Gasified Biomass
Gas(GBG) is essential for the development of combustion devices to be
operated efficiently and safely at the user-end.

The objective of the current study is therefore aiming to achieve data
associated with the combustion features of GBG fuel for improving the
efficiency and stability of combustion process. The numerical result is achieved
from the kinetic models of premixed combustion with a wide range of operating
ranges and variety of gas compositions. The numerical result is compared with
experimental data to provide a better understanding of the combustion process
for GBG fuel.

In this thesis the laminar flame speed and ignition delay time of the GBG
fuel are analyzed, using 1-D premixed flame model and constant volume
model respectively. The result from different kinetics are evaluated and
compared with experimental data. The influences of initial temperature,
pressure and equivalence ratio are considered, as well as the variation of gas
compositions. While the general agreement is reached between the numerical
result and experimental data for laminarflame speed prediction, deviations
are discovered at fuel-rich region and increased initial temperature. For the
ignition delay time, deviations are found in the low-temperature and low
pressure regime. The empirical equations considering the influence of initial
temperature,pressure and equivalence ratio are developed for laminar flame
speed and ignition delay times. The influence of major compositions such as
CO, H2 and hydrocarbons are discussed in details in the thesis. Furthermore,
a simplified kinetic model is developed and optimized based on the evaluation
of existing kinetics for GBG fuel combustion. The simplified kinetic model is
expected to be used for simulating the complexc ombustion process of GBG fuel
in future studies.
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